EABC (Executive Advisory Board on Curriculum)
Thursday, August 7, 2008
7:15 a.m.- 8:45 a.m.
Room 2-250 (2nd Floor –Hansen Hall)

Agenda

Arrival/Breakfast (7:15-7:30) at Starbucks

Conference Room 2-250 (7:30-8:45)

The documents from the EABC meeting on May 13th. http://www.misrc.umn.edu/eabc/meetings/

- Status and opportunities related to the top-10 suggestions (from the sub committee deliberations) to increase MIS enrollment.

- The spreadsheet contains the information that we discovered as well as information on the status of initiatives that are already under way. In addition, the attached article talks about a High School camp initiative that was undertaken by University of Cincinnati. It talks about an industry academia partnership towards very similar goals.